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20. ABSTRACT (Continued)

Phase fluctuations are shown to be an increasingly dominant performance
degrading factor as fade rates increase. The interrelated effect on per-
formance of the fade rate, data rate, carrier removal circuit noise band-
width, and bit energy-to-noise ratio is examined in detail and a number of
performance scaling relationships among these parameters are determined.
Finally, a set of characteristic parameters is identified which allows the
extensive simulated results obtained here to be generalized to similar
modems operating at other data rates and fade rates.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL SUMMARY

1.1 OVERVIEW.

There has been much concern regarding the degradation of

conventional phase and frequency modulated satellite communication

links following a high altitude nuclear detonation. A number of

studies have examined in detail the effects of various fading environ-

ment models on specific existing or plannf~d communication systems.

These studies have indicated that if the propagation path of the signal

is interdicted by the highly ionized striated plasma structure, sub-

stantial and sometimes catastrophic performance degradation may result.

The nuclear environment has been difficult for communication

satellite designers to comprehend partly because its description has

been very complex, and also because it is not possible to directly

validate receiver performance in a nuclear channel. The development

of a number of nuclear effects simulations such as the SATL, ROSCOE,

and MICE/MELT computer codes have enhanced current understanding of

potential nuclear environments and these codes are used to characterize

the geographical and temporal extents of the nuclear striated plasma.

Through the use of these codes and the development of extensive com-

puter simulations which model the transmission, propagation, and

demodulation of various digital communication signals through simulated

nuclear channels, detailed performance assessments of various communi-

cation links in these disturbed signal propagation channels are now

possible.

7
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In spite of these developments, there is still much

confusion about the relative importance of the channel phase

fluctuations and amplitude fading as a function of the fade rate

and type of modulation used. The purpose of this report is to

resolve these questions as well as develop the necessary understanding

of the effects of the nuclear environment on various conventional

PSK and FSK satellite links.

1.2 SCOPE.

This report compares and summarizes the performance of

three commonly used digital modulation techniques in simulated

nuclear environments generated by the PATS Code. Performance

curves of bit error rate as a function of the received bit energy-

to-noise density ratio are generated for each modem over a range of

potential environments and are used as the basis of performance

comparison between the coherent (CPSK) and differentially coherent

(DPSK) phase-shift-keyed receivers and the noncoherent (NCFSK)

frequency-shift-keyed receivers.

The receiver performance curves are obtained through

computer simulation of the demodulation of generic modulation wave-

forms which have been propagated through various fading and non-

fading channel models that are representative of a wide range of

nuclear environments which may be encountered. Through comparison

of these curves at different data rates and for different modem

designs a number of performance scaling relationships are developed

and a set of basic environmental and link design parameters which

characterize bit error rate performance for each of the three

modems is identified.
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A description of the fading environments used for this

analysis is given in Section 2. The signal envelope decorrelation
time associated with the fading environment is shown to be a

basic parameter in characterizing link performance. An equation which

relates decorrelation time to the rms phase deviation and relative

cloud velocity is given.

The theoretical equations for the probability of bit error

as a function of bit energy-to-noise density ratio are given for

ideal CPSK, DPSK, and NCFSK receivers in additive, white Gaussian

noise alone and in concert with slow Rayleigh fading. Simulation
results are also given which show the additional degradation intro-

duced by nonideal doppler removal circuits.

Results of extensive simulations of each of the three
receivers over a range of fading environments are given in Section 4.

The performance of each receiver for several fade rates, data rates,

and noise levels is presented and various performance scaling

relationships are discussed. Finally for each receiver a set of three

parameters which can adequately specify its performance over a
range of potential nuclear environments is given.

Additional supporting material used in the formulation
of the scaling relations and performance characterization of the

various receivers is given in Appendices A, B, and C.

1.3 GENERAL SUMMARY.

Results of this study show that phase fluctuations of the
nuclear channel can be a significant source of bit error rate per-
formance degradation for binary CPSK, DPSK, and NCFSK satellite links.

In noise-only or very slow fading environments the CPSK modem is

the best and the NCFSK modem is the worst. However, in faster fading

9



environments where the phase fluctuations are the dominant source of

performance degradation, the NCFSK modem is degraded least, followed

by the DPSK modem, and the CPSK modem is the worst of the three.

(See Figure 1-1.)

The fade rate at which the phase fluctuations become

significant are a function of the data rate, the received bit energy

to-noise density ratio, the modulation type, and the particular modem

design used. Simulation results show that phase fluctuations

become significant for CPSK before either DPSK or NCFSK at values

of TD/TS ratios of approximately 40-150. Phase degradation for

DPSK become significant at T D/T ratios around 20-40, and for

NCFSK (NSPACE = 1) at a value of about 10.

The severity of a nuclear striated channel which exhibits

Rayleigh statistics (usually having rms phase deviations in excess

of 1000 degrees at 7.3 GHz) to digital satellite communication links

can be adquately characterized by the signal envelope decorrelation

time which is approximately inversely proportional to both the rms

phase deviation and the relative cloud velocity of the environment.

For such environments, the bit error performance of CPSK, DPSK, or

NCFSK modem can be characterized by a set of three characteristic

parameters. For CPSK and DPSK demodulators, the characteristic

parameter set consists of the bit energy-to-noise density ratio,

the ratio of fading decorrelation time to the bit period, and the

ratio of the loop noise bandwidth to the data rate. The first two

characteristic ratios are the same for the NCFSK modem, but the

third parameter is the ratio of the tone spacing to the data rate.

10 I -
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Through simulated performance studies, the relative

importance of the channel phase fluctuations and amplitude fading

has been quantified as a function of the modulation type and fade

rate. Parametric curves of bit error rate performance as a function

of the bit energy-to-noise density ratio and parametric in the

decorrelation time of the striated nuclear environment are presented
for various PSK and FSK receiver designs. The performance scaling

relationships which were determined in this study enable link designers

to use the performance curves obtained here to estimate performance

degradation for other similar modem designs at other data rates.
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SECTION 2

ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION

Simulation of the nuclear environment has been the subject

of several large-scale computer software codes developed by DNA and

AFWL. Generally, these codes indicate that it is possible to have

significant and persisting levels (5000 degrees) of rms phase fluc-

tuation at X-band (integrated electron content spatial variation).

The ionized plume associated with high altitude bursts is primarily

responsible for the high persisting level of ionization associated

with these striations.

The disruptive amplitude and phase effects on communication

signals propagating through the ionized structure of the nuclear

plasma has been modeled by PATS, a diffraction simulation computer

code. The striated portions of the fireball are modeled by a series

of thin phase screens with an integrated electron content spatial

variation described by an inverse cubed power law PSD of the form,

k- 3 , where k = 2 and A is the spacial wavelength. The PATS code

provides spacially dependent amplitude and phase perturbation

data for signals propagating through sLriation regions and the

numerical outputs of this code are readily used as the disruptive

nuclear channel in simulations of satellite communication links.

2.1 ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERIZATION.

A number of PATS code fading records were generated for a

range of rms phase deviations to form a reference set of environments

at X-band for this study. Although the rms phase deviation is a basic

parameter in describing the fading channel, the decorrelation time (ox

spectral bandwidth) of the fading in comparison to the receiver filtei

bandwidths and the link data rate is a more characteristic parameters

13



in describing the severity of the fading to a digital communication

link. Figure 2-1 shows a plot of decorrelation time (left-hand scale)

and rms spectral bandwidth (right-hand scale) as a function of the rms

phase deviation, parametric in the striation velocity component normal

to the striation axis relative to the signal path. These approximate

curves which estimate the decorrelation times of the PATS code fading

records at various velocities are plotted on log-log scales and show

that decorrelation time (TD) is inversely proportional to the relative

velocity (v) and inversely proportional to the rms phase deviation (o)

raised to an exponent slightly larger than unity and is given by

T 1.08 x 105 (seconds) (2-1)D 1.095
v G

where o is in degrees and v is in meters per second. The received

signal envelope spectral bandwidth (B sp) is inversely proportional to

the decorrelation time and is given by

B 0.225 (2-2)
sp TD

2.2 REPRESENTATIVE ENVIRONMENTS.

In order to characterize link performance over a wide range

of decorrelation times, a set of four environments (denoted by circles

in Figure 2-1) with decorrelation times of approximately 1.0, 0.1,

.01, and .001 seconds were selected to be representative

14
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of a slow, moderate, fast, and very fast fading environments,

respectively. The rms phase deviation and velocities for these

environments are given below in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1. Representative environments

TD(sec.) a v Comment

1.0 10000 50 m/sec slow

0.1 50000 100 m/sec moderate

0.01 50000 1000 m/sec fast

0.001 50000 10 km/sec very fast

Plots of the amplitude and phase records of these fading

environments are shown in Figure 2-2. These PATS code generated

records represent the received signal at the ground of a unity

amplitude, zero-phase transmitted signal which propagates through a

striated 5-layer stochastic cloud model that is 960 kilometers thick

and centered 1520 kilometers from the receiver.

The rms envelopes of the FFT coefficients at various

frequency separations from a transmitted tone are shown in

Figure 2-3, and demonstrate the degree of rms spectral spreading

of a tone which propagates through these representative environments.

The FFT coefficients were obtained by taking 64-point FFT's of the

simulated received signal at .02 second intervals over the

20 kilometer cloud. The plot shows that spectral spreading is

negligible for the TD = 1.0 second environment, but becomes signifi-

cant for the faster fading environments where the 10 dB down bandwidth

reaches several hundred Hz at TD = .001 second. This plot shows the

severity of the faster fading environments and the problems created

for channel phase tracking loops with PSK and intersymbol interference

with FSK demodulation.

16
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2.3 TEMPORAL EFFECTS. i

The signal envelope decorrelation time may span four order

of magnitude following a nuclear burst. A typical plot of the

decorrelation time as a function of time after burst is given in

Figure 2-4 (nominal environment). Also shown are possible

variations believed to be representative of strongly and weakly

striated plasmas. The nominal environment is shown to drop rapidly

to TD = 0.01 second in the first few minutes after detonation then

gradually increase to a moderate rate of approximately TD = 0.1

second after 20 minutes or so. The weaker and stronger fading

environments also plotted on this figure provide a feel for the

potential range of uncertainty in severity of fading. The dashed

lines at the bottom of the figure indicate the estimated lower

limits on the fading decorrelation times for several dish antenna

diameters. The narrow beamwidths of high gain antennas spatially

filter the energy incident on the receiver from large angular devia-

tions at the situations. As a result some phase interference fading

is eliminated giving rise to slower fading.

18
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SECTION 3

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN AWGN AND SLOW RAYLEIGH FADING

The bit error rate (BER) performance of DECPSK, DPSK,

and NCFSK modem is examined in detail in the following sections.

Theoretical equations and performance curves are presented for ideal

demodulation for each demodulator type in additive Gaussian noise

(AWGN) only and in concert with slow Rayleigh fading (SRF). Using

a software simulation of typical receiver implementations of each

modulation type, comparable BER performance curves are obtained.

The simulated results in AWGN show the additional performance losses

resulting from nonideal phase and frequency doppler correction circuits

for the CPSK and DPSK modem. No additional degradation over ideal

performance is shown by the NCFSK modem simulation for which doppler

correction circuits are not modeled.

Block diagrams and descriptions of the simulator models

used for each modem and the simulated communication link are given

in Appendix B.

3.1 THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE.

3.1.1 Performance in AWGN.

The well known equations l l which describe the probability

of bit error (or bit error rate) for ideal CPSK, DPSK, and NCFSK

ate given by

PCPSK _ erfc (Eb/No) (3-1)

21



DPSK 1 2 exp (-Eb/No) (3-2)

P1 ep(1
PNCFSK exp (- Eb/No) (3-3)

where Eb/No is the bit energy-to-nise density ratio of the decision
variable. Differential encoding and decoding of the data is A
normally used to resolve the "radians phase ambiguity of CPSK

demodulator and the bit eror rate for differentially encoded CPSK

is given by

PDECPSK 2 PCPSK (1-PcPsK) (3-4)

These BER performance curves are plotted for comparison in

Figure 3-1 as a function of Eb/NO and show that the BER performance

of DECPSK is slightly better than DPSK and NCFSK performance is some

3 dB worse than DPSK performance.

3.1.2 Performance in Slow, Nonselective Rayleigh Fading (SRF).

The theoretical performance of these modulation types in

slow nonselective Rayleigh fading is also a well known result which

'is obtained by averaging the conditional BER's given by

Equations (3-2), (3-3), and (3-4) over the Rayleigh PDF as given by

PSRF Px(Eb/N a p(a) da (3-5)
x = f X p

where p(a) is given by

p(a) 2 a exp (-a 2). (3-6)

22
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Closed form expressions for DPSK and NCFSK are given in

Reference 8 as

pSRF = 1
DPSK 2 + 2 Eb/No , and (3-7,

pSRF 1 (3-8)
NCFSK 2+EbN

Plots of these expressions are also shown in Figure 3-1 along with

the DECPSK result which was obtained by numerical integration. These

curves still show DPSK has a 3 dB advantage over NCFSK and DECPSK has

increased its advantage over DPSK by more than 2 dB at lower BER's.

3.2 SIMULATION PERFORMANCE IN AWGN.

3.2.1 DECPSK Performance.

A modified Costas loop demodulatoi was simulated in an

AWGN environment and Figure 3-2 shows simulation results of BER

on an expanded Eb/N scale for first, second (a'=1/2) and third-

order loops (a'=i/2, b'=1/8). Two curves for each loop order are

presented which correspond to typical values of the BL/RD ratio which

is defined as the ratio of the loop noise bandwidth BL to the

data rate RD At the lower value of BL/RD = .044 which can

represent a 6.66 Hz bandwidth with a 150 bps data rate or 53.3 Hz

bandwidth with a 1200 bps data rate, all three loops perform

essentially the same in noise in fairly good agreement with ideal

theoretical DECPSK. At a value of BL/RD eight times larger, however,

the resulting increase in phase error variance degrades performance.

The first and second order loops still perform similarly, but the

third order loop shows somewhat worse performance as a result of its

instability at low Eb/No
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The dependence of demodulator performance on the BL/RD

ratio, independent of the individual RD and BL values, has been

verified via simulation and is shown by the expression for the

phase error variance due to noise given in Reference 2 as

2 BL 4 -2 Eb/N ) (3-9)
o -RD Eb/N°  erf

The resulting BER is a function of effective Eb /N0 which is reduced by

the cosine of the demodulator phase error whose distribution shape is

approximated by the Tikhonov probability density which only depends

on the variance a02

Values of BL/RD larger than 30 percent are not very

common. For larger BL/RD values the phase tracking loops are

likely to begin tracking the data phase transition as shown in

earlier studies.

3.2.2 DPSK Performance.

Performance curves for a simulated DPSK demodulator in

AWGN are shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. Like the DECPSK curves

these figures show performance parametric in BL/RD since the same

scaling relation holds. With first-order modified Costas loop

aiding (Figure 3-3) and BL/RD = .0667 the simulation result show

about a 1 dB loss over ideal DPSK performance and increasing BL/RD by

a factor of eight resulted in an additional 1 dB loss. With
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first-order automatic frequency control (AFC) aiding (Appendix B) and

a value of BL/RD of .00333 simulation results show a 1.5 dB loss over

ideal DPSK and an increase in BL/RD by a factor of four results in

another 1 dB loss.

3.2.3 NCFSK Performance.

As opposed to the PSK demodulators whose performance depended

on the doppler tracking loop performance, the FSK demodulator simulator

was not modeled with a doppler tracking circuit. This assumption is

good so long as the actual doppler error variations with a frequency

tracking loop are negligible in comparison to the data rate. Thus,

simulated noise performance was essentially that of ideal noncoherent

FSK as shown in Figure 3-5. In general, we expect some loss due to a

widening of the tone filters to accomodate frequency tracking errors.
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SECTION 4

SIMULATED PERFORMANCE IN THE FADING ENVIRONMENT

The BER performance of DECPSK, DPSK and NCFSK demodulators

in noise only environments and in concert with slow Rayleigh

amplitude fading (SRF) environments can be adequately described from

theoretically derived equations for the probability of bit error.

The actual implementations of these demodulators are usually between

1-2 dB worse than theory due to losses resulting from narrowband

IF filtering, doppler and phase tracking circuits, and bit sync

circuits.

The SRF curves approximate BER performance of the demodula-

tors in the PATS code modeled nuclear environments relatively well,

but as the fade rate increases this approximation fails. Performance

gets considerably worse as errors due to phase fluctuations become

a significant source of degradation. Phase glitches destroy the

phase coherence of the channel over bit period intervals on which

PSK demodulators depend and introduce significant amounts of spectral

spreading which translates energy outside the transmitted FSK signal

bandwidths. The expressions for BER in SRF no longer apply and

analytical expressions for BER in these faster fading environments

are difficult to derive.

At this time, simulation of demodulators in representative

fading environments appears to be the only feasible way to accurately

estimate BER performance in the potential nuclear fading environment.

Results from simulation of DECPSK, DPSK and NCFSK demodulators

are presented in this section. It is determined that PSK demodulator

performance can be adequately specified by the three parameters:
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bit energy to noise density ratio (Eb/No), loop noise bandwidth,

BL, to the data rate, RD' ratio (BL/RD), and decorrelation time,

T D ,to symbol period, Ts , ratio (TD/TS). Similarly, the performance
of NCFSK demodulators can be adequately specified by the three

parameters: (Eb/No) , tone spacing, Af, to data rate, RD , ratio,

(Af/RD) , and (TD/TS) Finally, a set of curves is presented which

shows BER performance parametrically in these parameters which can be

used to estimate performance over a wide range Eb/N ° , designs,

data rates and fading environments.

4.1 DECPSK PERFORMANCE.

4.1.1 Eb/No and BL Dependence.

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show simulated BER performance curves

as a function of Eb/No in PATS code modeled fading environments for

two modified Costas loop demodulator designs (BL/RD = .044, .355) at

a 150 bps data rate. Each set of curves plotted parametrically in

the fading environment decorrelation time shows that performance

degrades steadily from a few dB off the slow Rayleigh fading curve

for a 1-second TD to very poor BER's of greater than 0.1 even for

infinite Eb/No for a .01 second decorrelation time fading environment.

At very slow fade rates (TD/Ts >>l), the Costas phase tracking loop

tracks the slow, time varying phase of fading channel and performance

degradation is primarily due to noise and amplitude fading which

reduces the effective tracking loop SNR and the effective Eb/No on

which demodulator decisions are based. The 1-second TD curve is,

however, a few dB worse than the ideal SRF curve - a loss partly

attributable to the non-ideal phase tracking loops and partly due to

a statistical departure of the simulated 10000 environment from an

ideal Rayleigh distribution. (The 6400 bits simulated to estimate

BER represent only 2.1 kilometers of the 20 kilometer cloud model

shown in Figure 2-1 or approximately 43 decorrelation times of the

fading channel at the 50 meter per second velocity.)
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Figure 4-1. DECPS( BER Performance for B L 6.66 Hz, R D 150 bps
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Figure 4-2. DECPSK BER performance, BL 53.3 Hz, RD 150 bps
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As the fade rate increases, the channel phase variations

quicken and performance gets progressively worse as phase tracking

errors become a dominant source of degradation. Simulation results

show nonzero error rates even for a noiseless fading environment.

These errors are caused by rapid changes in signal phase (or phase

glitches) which cannot be tracked by the fixed bandwidth Costas

loops and which result in an error after differential decoding

due to a slipped cycle between the loop's reference phase and the

received signal phase. The figures also show that performance is

improved for the larger (B L=53.3 Hz) loop bandwidths in the low noise,

fast fading environments. Although noise performance is degraded,

the wider more responsive bandwidth loop enables it to track a portion

of the slower phase glitches which were untrackable by the smaller

bandwidth loop and elimination of t'ese potential errors more than

compensates for additional errors resulting from the reduced loop

SNR at low noise levels. The potential performance improvement which

can be achieved by increasing loop bandwidth (or B L/R D ratio) is

limited, however, by the bandwidth (or BT product) of the received

PSK signal. As shown in Reference 1 as B L approaches the signal

bandwidth, the additional potential phase glitch errors avoided are

offset by errors introduced as the loop tracks data encoded phase

transitions.

At higher data rates the degradation due to phase fluctua-

tions does not become a dominant source of errors until smaller

decorrelation times as shown by Figures 4-3 and 4-4. These figures

show BER performance at a 1200 bps data rate for the same noisy

fading environments for data rate equivalent modified Costas loop

demodulator designs with the same B L/R D (= .044, .355) ratios. The

1200 bps performance curves show the same characteristic shapes

as a function of EbINO as the 150 bps curves and it appears that
each curve may be adequately characterized by its BER at 30 dB

Eb/No It is believed that knowing this BER, the reader should
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Figure 4-3. DECPSK BER performance, B L 53.3 Hz, R D =1200 bps
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be able to determine BER's at other values of Eb/NO to within a

reasonable degree of accuracy from the shapes of the curves pre-

sented in these figures. This convention of representing a curve

by a single point was primarily adopted to conserve substantial

amounts of computer time which would have been required if the

BER's at several Eb/NO values were computed. It also provides a4

succinct performance measure by which different simulated links

.may be compared. The same convention will be shown to be appropriate

for both DPSK and NCFSK demodulators in the sections that follow.

4.1.2 Data Rate Dependence.

A comparison of Figures 4-2 and 4-3 shows that for the same

tracking loop noise bandwidth (BL = 53.3 Hz) the higher data rate

link has a significantly lower BER for the same faster fading envi-

ronments where phase glitches are the dominant source of bit errors.

These results are summarized in Figures 4-5 and 4-6 which show BER

at 30 dB for the .01 second decorrelation time environment as a

function of data rate, parametric in loop bandwidth for first,

second, and third order loops. All loop orders and bandwidths

show consistent performance improvement with increasing data rates.

The performance of the first and second order loops are nearly

identical and show a performance improvement for larger loop noise

bandwidths at all data rates. Similar improvements are shown by

the third order loop, but the overall BER is slightly greater than

for first or second order loops with the same bandwidth. Again

the instability of the third order loop is the cause of this per-

formance degradation.
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4.1.3 DECPSK Performance Characterization.

Although not entirely obvious from Figure 4-1 through 4-4,

there appears to be an apparent similarity between the curves at the

two data rates (which differ by a factor of 8) for decorrelation

times which differ by approximately the reciprocal ratio. A more

definitive study of this apparent performance scaling relation is
presented in Appendix A where it is concluded that PSK demodulator

performance can be adequately specified by the three parameters:

Eb/No, BL/RD , and TD/TS

As a consequence of this result, Figures 4-1 through 4-4

can be condensed into two curves (one for each BL/RD) of BER per-

formance as a function of Eb/N ° and parameteric in TD/TS These

curves, shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8, are a more general result

which can be used to estimate DECPSK receiver BER performance over

a wide range of fade rates and data rates for two second-order

modified Costas loop demodulator designs (BL/RD - 044 and .355).

Performance curves for first and third order loops are not presented

since their performance is quite similar to that of the second order

loop.

On the other hand, BER performance may change significantly

for different loop designs. The two values of BL/RD selected for

presentation were chosen as typical values which represent a range

of potential demodulator designs currently in use. One additional

curve, Figure 4-9, is presented to show the variation of BER per-

formance at 30 dB as a function of BL/RD The reader can use this

curve to interpolate a BER performance curve for loop designs other

than for the BL/RD values presented. For very small values of

BL/RD (BL ' 0) the curves appear to be asymptoting to a limiting

BER value for each TD/TS value. For BL/RD values near 0.5, BER

performance appears to be improving, but it should be noted here that

performance will be reaching a minimum value soon depending on the BT

product of the received signal bandwidth as the data transition

tracking errors become significant.
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correctly demodulate a few more "phase glitched" data bits which

result in cycle slip caused errors for the CPSK demodulator. Like

CPSK, DPSK BER also improves with larger loop bandwidths but is

not as strongly dependent on loop bandwidth as CPSK performance -

a result which is also attributable to the bit decision criteria

being independent of cycle slipping for DPSK.

4.2.2 Data Rate Dependence.

Since DPSK bit decisions are based on the absence or

presence of phase changes between data bit periods, shorter bit

periods (high data rates) result in better demodulator performance.

For a given residual phase glitch after aiding the phase comparison

interval is shorter at higher data rates and thus reduces the

potential phase change within that reduced comparison interval.

A comparison of Figures 4-11 and 4-12 shows that BER performance

of a DPSK demodulator can improve by more than an order of magnitude

as data rate increases from 150 to 1200 bps at high Eb/No in the

TD = .01 second fading environment. Figure 4-14 shows BER performance

for DPSK is more strongly dependent on data rate than CPSK

(Figures 4-5 and 4-6) in the fast fading environment as indicated

by the steeper slope of these lines. In contrast to CPSK performance

this figure shows that at low data rates, DPSK BER is also strongly

dependent on the aiding loop noise bandwidth, but at higher data

rates this dependence decreases as BER performance for three different

bandwidths converge to the same line. At these high data rates the

change in the VCO phase over a bit period is small and has a

negligible effect on demodulator performance.
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4.2.3 DPSK Performance Characteristics.

DPSK performance has also been found to scale, like

DECPSK performance, with the ratio of decorrelation time and bit

period, TD/TS . As shown in Appendix A, DPSK demodulator perform-

ance in the noisy fading environment can be adequately specified

by the three parameters: E , B L/RD , and TD/T S  As a conse-

quence of this result, Figures 4-10 through 4-13 have been

condensed into two curves (one for each BL/RD) of BER as a function

of Eb/NO , parametric in TD/TS and is shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-16.

These curves are a more general result which can be used to estimate

BER performance over a wide range of fade rates and data rates for

a DPSK demodulator with first-order modified Costas loop aiding

designed with BL/RD = .067 and .533. It is believed that performance

for second and third order aiding loops would be similar to the first

order loop results presented here and adequate performance estimates

could be obtained from them.

Although the weak dependence of BER performance on the

aiding loop bandwidth for the TD = .01 fading environment is shown

in Figure 4-14, a more general result which verifies this fact is

shown in Figure 4-17. This figure shows DPSK BER performance at

30 dB E b/N is primarily dependent on the TD/TS ratio of the environ-

ment and has very little dependence on aiding loop bandwidth as

indicated by the BL/RD ratio. In comparison to CPSK performance

(Figure 4-9) DPSK performance in fast fading environment appears to

,e somewhat better. However, this advantage diminishes at slower

fade rates and lower Eb/NO values where amplitude fading and noise

become the dominant source of degradation.
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separation and parametric in the environment decorrelation time.

The figure shows that NCFSK BER performance can be catastrophically

degraded for small tone separations (Af/RD = 1) in fast fading

environments. By increasing tone separation, however, the

degradation due to intersymbol interference is reduced and sub-
stantial performance improvement can be achieved in fast fading
environments. Even with the widest tone seperation, however, some

of the signal energy is still lost outside the symbol bandwidth

at the demodulator which has the effect of reducing the total bit

energy to noise density ratio at the demodulator. This effect is

clearly shown in Figure 2-3 at decorrelation times of 10 ms or less.

4.3.2 Data Rate and Tone Separation Dependence.

Both DECPSK and DPSK demodulators showed consistent BER
performance improvement at higher data rates. In contrast, FSK

demodulator performance remains relatively constant over a range

of data rates, as shown in Figure 4-21 for a fixed tone separation.

The figure does show, however, that BER performance at 30 dB Eb/N0

does improve for wider tone separations in the 0.01 second fading

environment. Unlike differentially encoded PSK modulation whose

signaling spectrum is contained in a narrow bandwidth at the car-

rier frequency, FSK modulation utilizes a wider spectral bandwidth

specified by the tone separates. Phase glitches which often result

in differential decoded PSK demodulation errors appear as sudden

frequency translations of the received modulated carrier. FSK bit

decisions based on the rate of change of received signal phase

(rather than the amount of phase change per bit period like PSK)

are not significantly affected by the bit duration. Howevet, by

increasing the frequency difference between complementary bits,

frequency translations due to the fading channel are less likely

to be confused with translations due to the data and account for

the improved performance at the wider tone separations;.
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4.3.3 NCFSK Performance Characterization.

Much like the PSK demodulation results shown in Section 4.1

and 4.2, NCFSK modem performance in the noisy fading environments

can be adequately specified by the three parameters: Eb/No 0 hf/RD

and TD/TS as discussed in Appendix B. As a result of this

performance scaling, extensive amounts of BER performance data f r

wide ranges of data rate, tone separation, and fading decorrelation

time can be condensed into a set of performance curves, parametric

in these characteristic scaling parameters. Figures 4-22 through 4-25

show BER performance as a function of Eb/No , parametric in

TD/Ts ratio for Af/RD of 1,2, 4, and 8, respectively. Although

these results were obtained for a 150 bps data rate, simulation

results have shown that essentially the same performance curves are

obtained at other data rates provided the tone separation, environment

decorrelation time, and signal power are appropriately scaled to

maintain the same values for the characteristic parameters, Eb/N 0

Af/RD , and TD/TS . Using these figures, it is believed that

the reader could estimate BER performance for many NCFSK demodulators

in a range of fading environments to within a reasonable degree of

accuracy.
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APPENDIX A

ENV IRONMENT CHARACTER IZAT ION

in previous studies of demodulator performance in various

PATS code fading environments, the fading has been described by

its RMS phase deviation (a) and the relative user-cloud velocity

(v). In an earlier study, it was determined that for a given u, PSK

demodulator performance at a particular Eb/INO0 and B L/R% ratio

would scale with the ratio R%/v ' where Eb/INO0 is the bit energy-

to-noise density ratio, B L is the loop noise bandwidth of a phase

tracking loop RD is the link data rate, and where v and u are

the characteristic fading parameters.

It is believed that the severity of PATS code modeled

Rayleigh fading channel to the performance of digital communication

links could be characterized by a more basic parameter related to

the spectral content of the fading channel rather than a arid v.

The signal envelope decorrelation time (T D) of the fading environment

is such a parameter and an approximate expression showing its

relation to a and v is given by 
9

T 1.08 x 10 5-cod (A-i)

TD v 1.095seod

where the units of v are in meters per second and the units of o are

in RMS degrees. This expression was derived for a CW tone phase
3modulated by plasma striations with a 1/f phase power spectrum

and is valid whether or not the signal is in the far field of the

plasma phase screen. Its application to the scaling relations

dev.eloped herein assume Rayleigh amplitude statistics which occur

in the far field. Rayleigh statistics generally occur at X-band for

values of ai greater than 1000 degrees.

£9
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The inverse velocity dependence of the decorrelation time

suggests that demodulator performance can now be characterized by only

three parameters, Eb/N ° , BL/RD , and TD/TS (=TD RD). The last

parameter TD/TS incorporates the spectral content or rate of fading

relative to the data rate independent of the individual values of

v and o. Since performance scaling has already been established for

the ratio of RD/v in earlier studies, only the scaling of (RD/V)/o

must be verified to justify the characteristic performance scaling

parameter TD/TS as given by

RD

TD/TS TD RD D v .095 (A-2)
V 0

In order to establish the accuracy of using the TD/TS ratio to

characterize receiver performance in the fading envirornments, a

number of simulation results were obtained for the three demodulato?,;

for a range of (7, v, and RD'S. A subset of these results, shown in

Figures A-1 through A-4, show bit error rates at 30 dB E b/N as a

function of o's ranging from 1000 to 8000 degrees and parametric in

velocities ranging from 50 to 3200 meters per second. Using the

value of 7=2000 degrees as a reference, lines of constant TD ale

also indicated by dashed lines on each figure.

A.1 PERFORMANCE SCALING WITH TD/TS FOR DPSK.

Figure A-1 shows BER performance at 30 dB Eb /N foi an

unaided DPSK demodulator as a function of rms phase deviation loi

several user-cloud velocities. Although these results were

obtained foi a 150 bps data rate, the performance scaling tot

constant RD/v ratios make these resu lts applicable at othet dat

rates with the same R /v ratio. An unaided demodulator was chosei

tor this comparison to isolate the 1)PSK demodulat.ioni piocess by
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removing any losses due to the aiding loop performance, however,

since performance is not strongly dependent on loop performance

these results also hold for aided DPSK demodulators. The dashed

lines of constant TD show that DPSK performance can be adequately

characterized by TD (within a reasonable degree of accuracy) over

a range a and RD/v values and this justifies the use the TD/TS ratio

as a parameter in characterizing DPSK performance in the fading

environment.

A.2 PERFORMANCE SCALING WITH TD/TS for DECPSK.

Similar curves showing BER performance for two DECPSK

demodulator designs (BL/RD = .044, .355) are shown in Figures A-2

and A-3. Dashed lines of constant TD in these figures also indicate

that for given Eb/No and BL/RD ratios, DECPSK receiver performance

for fixed TD is relatively constant over a range of o values and

velocities. These results coupled with the fact that performance

scales with the same RD/v ratio verify that DECPSK receiver

performance in the fading environment can be characterized by the

three parameters: E /N B /R and TD/T
b o L B/D ,aD T/S

A.3 PERFORMANCE SCALING WITH TD/TS FOR NCFSK.

An equivalent set of parameters which characterize the

performance of an NCFSK demodulator in PATS code modeled Rayleigh

fading consists of Eb/N ° , Af/RD (=NSPACE), and TD/TS The Eb/N °

characterizes the performance degradation due to noise where the

latter two parameters characterize the spectral spreading of the

fading environment relative to the tone separation and the relative

decorrelation of the received faded signal over the bit integrat.ion

interval.
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Figure A-4 shows BER performance at 30 dB for a NCFSK

demodualtor with Af/RD in several fading environments parametii-

cally described by their respective u and v values. These iesult ;

show that for a given Eb/NO and Af/RD, NCFSK performance remains

relatively constant for fixed values of TD (given by Equation (A-I))

over a range of a and v values. Other simulation results have

verified that the same BER performance will result when both data

rate and velocity are proportionately scaled (keeping TD/TS constant)

for fixed Eb/N and Af/RD values. Thus the combination of these

results verifies that NCFSK performance can be adequately characterized

by the parameters Eb/No , Af/RD' and TD/TS
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APPENDIX B

PSK AND FSK LINK SIMULATOR

B.i GENERAL SIMULATOR MODEL.

The interconnections between the basic units that model

the transmission of a differentially encoded BPSK signal or a

noncolierent FSK signal through a noisy channel with PATS code

simulated amplitude and phase scintillations are shown in

Figure B-1.

For PSE modulation the binary data, d(t), is different ially

encoded and used to modulate the phase of a sinusoidal cairi:e

,0th ] 0 de.tee phase tshifts at the data rate R The tDavsr,,tted

bas' bard signal is epesenited by the complex phasu given tLy

s(t) Ae ]c(t) (b-,

t!

A n t.

a ~ 1(1)1 1 ~ i (,



For FSK modulation, d(t) is used directly to frequency

modulate the carrier. The transmitted baseband signal for FSK is

represented by the same complex phasor given in Equation B-1 but

where 0 c(t) is given by

0 c(t) = 2 Aft d(t) + 00 (B-3)

where d(t) is the binary 0,1 data and Af(= NSPACE RD)

is the tone separation in Hz and is chosen to be an integer multiple

of the data rate. The data rate multiple tone separation makes the

binary signals an orthogonal signaling set.

The channel consists of PATS code generated signal fading

and additive, white Gaussian noise. The propagation of the signal

through the simulated striated environment is incorporated by

converting the distance dependent faded signal vector record to a

function of time via the relative screen velocity and treating

it as a complex amplifier gain, Af(t)eJf(t) , operating on the trans-

mitted signal. White Gaussian noise n(t)e jn (t ) of the proper

variance is added to simulate the nominal link carrier-to-noise ratio.

The resulting received signal vector is given by:

r(t) s(t) Af(t)eJOf ( t ) + n(t) e Jn ( t ) (B-4)
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It is assumed that the received signal is passed through a

bandpass IF filter with flat frequency response and whose bandwidth

is large enough so that intersymbol interference canl be neglected.

Thus the IF filter was not simulated here as inl the simulation of

Reference I to obtain faster simulation running times. Noise sarnplet

of the received signal were independent anid were gener-ateo with a

variance appropriate for the NyqUist rate (which was uitilly 10 t:e

the data rate).

B.2 PSK DEMODULATOR MODELS.

Demoduittion cAi thle dilftere Tally etl>;c(1td LF qn .
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even through signal fading by the AGC. If no signal AGC is used,

the effective loop bandwidth and damping ratio would change as a func-

tion of received signal level and for such a situation noise only per-

formance at high SNR could be estimated by interpolating between

resalts for different loop bandwidths. In a fading channel, however,

the loop gain would change with the fading received signal level ana

corresponding changes would occur in the instantaneous loop bandwidth

and damping ratio. The probable net result is to worsen BER perform-

ance in fading since the loop bandwidth would narrow as the signal

level fades - a time at which phase fluctuations become more rapid.

B.2.1 Modified Costas I-Q Loop.

After the AGC, the received signal A(t)ejoI3(t ) is mixed

with the sinusoidal VCO reference signals in phase quadrature.

The products are low pass filtered by integrated-and-dump circuits

whose output samples are inphase (1) and quadrature (Q) samples

of the baseband signal. Let k denote the index of the current time

sample, tk f then the I and Q samples are defined as

I A(tk) cos k

(B-5)

Qk - A(tk) sin 0k

where

Ok - I(tk) - O(tk)

is defined as the phase error at Lk and is the difference between

the input signal phase I(tk) and the VCO phase estimate 0(tk).

The restoring error signal ek is given by

ek Qk sgn (Ik) (B-6)
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and input to the recursive digital loop filter equations

30k+1  0 k + T b AK ek

k+l k + T 0k+l + T a' AK2 ek

k+ 1  0 k + T 6k+1 + T AK ek  (B-7)

where

k k 1 and 6k are the phase, frequency, and rate0 k 1
estimates of the received signal, respectively,

T is the sampling interval,

AK is the loop gain, and

a' and b' are the normalized 2nd and 3rd order loop

integrator coefficients whose values are chosen

to be a' = 1/2 and b' = 1/8 for a .707 damping ratio.

B.2.2 AFC Loop.

Using the I and Q samples obtained in a manner identical

to the Costas loop, the AFC loop forms a restorinq error signal,

fk ' which is proportional to the frequency error and the samplina

interval T and is given by

k Qk Ik-I - 'k Qk-1 (B-8)

The recursive digital loop filter equations for a general 2nd order

AFC loop are given by
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wk+l k + T a' AK2  fk/T)

Wk+l wk + T +l + T AK (fk/T)

0k+l 6 k + T wk+l (B-9)

where Ok , Wk ' and w k are the phase, frequency, and rate estimates

of the received signal, respectively, and the other terms are

defined as above.

B.2.3 PSK Demodulation With Differential Decoding.

Although not readily apparent, the digital implementation

of CPSK demodulation with the differential decoding is remarkably

similar to that of DPSK demodulation. A block diagram showing the

essential operations to demodulate the differentially encoded PSK

data from the inphase and quadrature baseband signal samples is

given in Figure B-3. The timing of each unit is synchronized with

the bit synchronization circiut.

CPSK demodulation is accomplished with the use of a modified

Costas loop which accurately tracks the received signal phase. The

pnase modulated digital data is contained in the sign of the inphase

baseband signal samples. Coherent demodulation is achieved by

averaging these inphase samples over each bit period to minimize

variations due to noise. These bit period averaged inphase samples,

I, are differentially decoded by comparing the signs of the

successive averaged samples. The binary decision rule for decoding

the Nth differentially encoded bit is given by

MARK (1), if Dk IN INl 0 (opposite signs)

SPACE(0), if D k  IN I N -  0 (same signs).
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Digital DPSK demodulation does not require that the carrier

phase be tracked for zero phase error, but does require that the

phase error remain relatively constant (zero frequency error) between

successive data bits. Either a Costas phase tracking loop or an

AFC frequency tracking loop may be used for this purpose. The

differentially coherent phase demodulation process is achieved

by comparing the relative phase, D = tan -  (Q/I), of the signal

between successive bits using the average (over a full bit period)

inphase (I) and quadrature (Q) samples of the baseband signal.

The Nth decision variable is given by

DN = N I-N-1 + <N 9 N-1

which represents the dot product between the current and pievious

signal vectors. The decision rule, like that for DECPSK is given

by

MARK(l ), if Dk 0 ( A0 9o-

SPACE(0), if Dk _ 0 ( Aq 900)

B.2.4 FSK Demodulator Model.

The FSK demodu atot model a iorwohet eit m , I (-Iif-d I It I

trequency detector as shown in F-igui e B-4. NThv ec( I ved !; I l a (I

I,; correlated with or thogonia I (omp lex Colijugat e re[) I I cas; (o1 t he

t.ransmit ted signal wavefo tms. The complex (o1 lie lat loll bi llt U( r a -

t}ions ate sampled at. the enid of each bit per tiod arid tlie ( 0(4! ;e t01

with the larger erivelope deteimiries the demodult ed bit. 'I'he

cor at, Ions o L.h I s dig I ta I ;ImuT I at io1 are per o l edJ uing (hgit a I

Foutiei tir nsfom (DFT[) techlli les arid the complox M- s mp 1 c (e-

lations are given by 4
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C0  = r(kAt) e-
j A w t kO

k=O

M-1

M- r(kAt) ejAwAt k-NSPACE

The binary bit decisions are based on he magnitude of the co1iteationl

envelope according to the following decision Isle,
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APPENDIX C

PHASE AND AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS

Both amplitude and phase of communication signals are

affected as they propagate through a nuclear fading channel. In

this appendix simulation results are presented which isolate the

relative effects of time dependent amplitude and phase fluctuations

on DECPSK, DPSK, and NCFSK demodulators for different fading

environments.

C.1 FADING FOR A DECPSK DEMODULATOR.

Figure C-i shows bit error rate perfcrmance for a 150 bps

data link with a second-order modified Costas loop demodulatot at

bit energy-to-noise density ratio of 10 and 20 dB, plotted as a

function of fading environment decorrelation time. Three curves

are shown at each value of Eb/N ° ; the top curve shows performance

degradation which results for increasing fade rate when the fading

channel is modeled with both amplitude and phase fluctuations

while the lower pair shows performance improvement when the fading

channel (onsists of amplitude fluctuations alone and phase held

(on.; t arit.

The lowest ot the th e CiuIrves is that of ant ideai phi:,v

r-tetelice (IPR) demodulator which is as.;i1tued to pettect ly tiack

the me.an channel phase. The IPR demodulator is modeled by I etts vinki

the phas e tracking loop (B 1 , 0 Hz) and the phase tl1uctut 1011!- ()t the

tdtriq channel. The next curve above shows the additional degia-

dat ion which results for a non-ideal (B L 53.3 Hz) phase tzacking

loop in the noisy amplitude alone fading environment. These cutves;

show that with only amplitude variations piesent the bit eiiot

late decreases as the fading decoiielation time becomes s hotte.

It is believed that this improvement in BER performance is a
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result of time diversity which lower bounds the minimum Eb/N °

ratio on which decisions are based. For very slow fadinq

(TD/Ts >> 1) the Eb/No over that period is equal to that reduced

constant Eb/NO level due to amplitude fading. As fade rate

increases, however, the average Eb/NO over the bit period is

always greater than the minimum Eb/No level reached during a
fade (when most errors occur) since the instantaneous Eb/N 1
does not remain at its minimum value for the entire bit period.

Thus, increasing amplitude diversity (shorter decorrelation

times) over the integration bit period increases the minimum

effective Eb/N on which bit decisions are based and result in
o

improved performance.

The effect of including the phase fluctuations of the

fading channel is also shown by the top curves in these figures.

At longer decorrelation times, the 53.3 Hz Costas loop tracks

the phase fluctuations and the error performance is about the same

as that observed for amplitude fading only. However, at smaller

decorrelation times the loop begins to slip cycles as it is no longer

able to track the more rapid fluctuations of the received channel

phase and this becomes the dominant source of bit errors.

In order to estimate the fade rate at which phase fluctud-

tions become a significant source of performance degradation for

DECPSK demodulation, Figure C-2 was prepared which shows BER pet-

foimance curves as a function of the TD/TS ratio for two iepresentatlve

loop designs (BL/RD .044 and .355) and EIN values of 10, 20, and

30 dB. Although these curves were obtained by simulating IlI() and

1200 bps data rate links, these results aie applicable to othel

data rates since performance scales with the TbiT1 ratio as dls-

cussed in Appendix E. These curves plotted on log-log ;cals h()w

approximately linear performance degradat.ion at modeiate T1)" 7?

ratios until asymptoting toward a 0.5 error rate at very 1()w
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TD/TS ratios. At the other extreme the curves asymptote toward the

slow Rayleigh fading limit at each E b/N value for large TD/TS

ratio. The TD/TS ratio at which phase fluctuations become signifi-

cant is higher for larger Eb/No ratios since as noise degradation

increases it takes increasingly faster fading before phase degrada-

tion becomes noticeable. The curves also show that the higher

BL/RD ratio links are better in faster fading although they are worse

in noise alone and slower fading.

C.2 FADING FOR A DPSK DEMODULATOR.

Figure C-3 shows bit error rate performance for a 150 bps

data link with a first-order modified Costas loop demodulator at

a bit energy-to-noise density ratio of 10 and 20 dB plotted as a

function of fading environment decorrelation time. Three curves

are presented at each value of Eb/No 0 The top curve shows the

performance degradation which results in a fading channel containing

both amplitude and phase fluctuations, while the bottom two curves

show the improved performance when the fading environment contains

only ampltiude fluctuations. The lowest of the three curves is

that of an IPR demodulator which tracks the mean phase perfectly,

while the next curve above shows results for a non-ideal (BL  80 Hz)

phase tracking loop in a noisy amplitude only fading environment.

It is believed that bit error rate improvement at shorter decorrela-

tion times for amplitude variations only is a result of the diversity

gain discussed in the previous section. The top curves for bit erior

ratios of energy-to-noise ratios of 10 dB and 20 dB show the point

at which phase fluctuations become the dominant source of bit

errors. At longer decorrelation times, the 80 Hz loop bandwidth

Costas loop tracks the phase fluctuations and the error performance

is about the same as that observed for amplitude fluctuations only.

At smaller decorrelation times the tracking loop begins to slip

cycles, because it no longer can track the rapid phase fluctuations.
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Figure C-4 shows BER performance curves as a function of

the TD/TS ratio for two representative loop designs (BL/RD = .067

and .533) at 10, 20, and 30 dB. These results were obtained at

data rates of 150 and 1200 bps, but are applicable to other data

rates since performance scales with the TD/TS ratio as discussed

in Appendix B. These curves are plotted on log-log scales and much

like Figure C-2 for DECPSK show approximately linear performance

degradation at moderate TD/Ts ratios, while at lower values of

TD/TS the curves asumptote towards a 0.5 error rate and the

aymptote toward the slow Rayleigh fading limit for large TD/Ts

ratios for all Eb/No Also like DECPSK these DPSK curves show

the TD/TS ratio at which phase fluctuations become significant

is higher for larger Eb/N ° ratios, however, the BL/RD ratio of the

doppler tracking loop has much less effect on DPSK performance.

C.3 FADING FOR A NCFSK DEMODULATOR.

Figure C-5 shows bit error rate performance at Eb/No=2 0 dB

for an NCFSK receiver operating at data rates of 150 and 1200 bps

with tone separation at one data rate (Af/RD=I), plotted as a

function of the fading channel decorrelation time. When the fade

rate is slow relative to the data rate (TD/Ts>>l) amplitude

variations are the dominant source of performance degradation and

BER performance asymptotes toward the SRF limit. Also like PSK

demodulation, FSK demodulation shows improved performance due to

amplitude diversity at shorter decorrelation times with an ampli-

tude effects alone (phase constant) fading model. When both phase

and amTlitude effects are included, performance degrades with

decreasing decorrelation times since the phase fluctuations cause

significant amounts of intersymbol interference through spectral

spreading. This figure also verifies to a limited extent that

FSK performance can be characterized by the TD/TS ratio rather

than with TD and RD independently. (The 1200 bps (8 x 150 bps)

curve appears to be shifted to the right by about a factor of 8.)
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Figure C-4. DPSK performance versus TD/TS
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Figure C-5. NCFSK performance with and without phase fluctuations
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Again to estimate the fade rate at which phase effects

become the dominant source of performance degradation Figure C-6

is presented which shows BER as a function of the Ts/Ts ratio

for three values of Eb/N°  Besides the result for Af/RD=l, BER

curves for tone spacings up to 8 times the data rate (Af/RD=8)

are shown. Curves for all tone separations approach the SRF

limit at large TD/Ts ratio and degrade in performance for decreasing

decorrelation times. The curves for wider tone separations do

not degrade as rapidly since although the signal spectrum may be

spread outside the transmitted tone detection bandwidth, the wider

tone separation reduces the likelihood that the energy will appear

in the detection bandwidth of the other tone. As compared with

PSK demodulation, however, phase fluctuations do not appear to

become a significant degrading factor for FSK until much faster

fade rates.
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NCFSK DEMODULATOR
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Figure C-6. NCFSK performance versus T D/T s
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APPENDIX D

GLOSSARY

AFC Automatic frequency control, frequency tracking loop

AGC Automatic gain control

AK Closed loop gain

a Greek symbol alpha, indicates proportionality

a', b' Normalized second and third order integrator gains

a' = a b' 2 where a and b are the
AK AK2

actual integrator gains.

AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise

BL One-side equivalent loop noise bandwidth (Hz)

BER Bit error rate

bps bits per second

C/N0  Carrier power-to-noise density ratio

CPSK Coherent phase shift keying; sometimes used interchangeably
with DECPSK

DECPSK CPSK with differential encoding/decoding to remove phase
ambiguity at demodulator

Af FSK tone separation (Hz)

DPSK Differentially coherent phase shift keying

E b/N Bit energy-to-noise density ratio

f frequency (Hz)

IPR Ideal Phase Reference

MODCOS Modified Costas loop

NCFSK Noncoherent frequency shift keying

NSPACE Normalized FSK tone separation
NSPACE =Af/R

D
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GLOSSARY (Continued)

FATS Propagation analysis through structure-computer code
1

R Data rate = -
Ds

Rs  Sampling rate

0 RMS phase deviation (fading channel)

2a Phase error variance (phase locked loops)
41p

SRF Slow Rayleigh fading

TD Envelope decorrelation time (fading channel), inversely
related to spectral bandwidth Bp

T s  Bit period = R

v Cloud velocity relative to communication link

VCO Voltage controlled oscillator
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